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	Visual C# .NET (C#) is relatively easy to learn for anyone familiar with another object-oriented language. Even someone familiar with Visual Basic 6.0, who is looking for an object-oriented language, will find C# easy to pick up. However, though C#, coupled with the .NET Framework, provides a quick path for creating simple applications, you still must know a wealth of information and understand how to use it correctly in order to produce sophisticated, robust, fault-tolerant C# applications. I teach you what you need to know and explain how best to use your knowledge so that you can quickly develop true C# expertise.


	Idioms and design patterns are invaluable for developing and applying expertise, and I show you how to use many of them to create applications that are efficient, robust, fault-tolerant, and exceptionsafe. Although many are familiar to C++ and Java programmers, some are unique to .NET and its Common Language Runtime (CLR). I show you how to apply these indispensable idioms and design techniques to seamlessly integrate your C# applications with the .NET runtime, focusing on the new capabilities of C# 3.0
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Anna Seward and the End of the Eighteenth CenturyThe Johns Hopkins University, 2011

	Anna Seward and her career defy easy placement into the traditional periods of British literature. Raised to emulate the great poets John Milton and Alexander Pope, maturing in the Age of Sensibility, and publishing during the early Romantic era, Seward exemplifies the eighteenth-century transition from classical to Romantic. Claudia Thomas...
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Spin Physics in Semiconductors (Springer Series in Solid-State Sciences)Springer, 2008
This book describes beautiful optical and transport phenomena related to the electron and nuclear spins in semiconductors with emphasis on a clear presentation of the physics involved. Recent results on quantum wells and quantum dots are reviewed. The book is intended for students and researchers in the fields of semiconductor physics and...
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Simulating Fuzzy SystemsSpringer, 2005
Simulating Fuzzy Systems demonstrates how many systems naturally become fuzzy systems and shows how regular (crisp) simulation can be used to estimate the alpha-cuts of the fuzzy numbers used to analyze the behavior of the fuzzy system. This monograph presents a concise introduction to fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, fuzzy estimation,...
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Modelling Diesel Combustion (Mechanical Engineering Series)Springer, 2010
This book is a detailed discussion of the Diesel Combustion phenomena like ignition delay, fuel air mixing, rate of heat release, and emissions of smoke, particulate and nitric oxide. The book enables quantitative evaluation of these important phenomena and parameters. Most importantly, it attempts to model them with constants that are...
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2050 China: Becoming a Great Modern Socialist Country (Understanding Xi Jinping’s Governance)Springer, 2020

	
		This book is open access under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.
	


	This book is arranged and developed around the theme of “2050 China,” it analyzes the factors and advantages of the Chinese road to socialist modernization, explores and summarizes the development goal and the basic logic of the socialist...
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Developing Extensions for Macromedia® Flash® 8Macromedia Press, 2005
Developing Extensions for Macromedia  Flash 8

describes how to build Flash JavaScript extensions to enhance  the developer's experience while working in the Flash authoring environment.  This book explains how each type of extension works and describes the JavaScript...
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